Let’s Fix Education!

With Evan, Maria, Alex, and Yoko
OUR FUTURE DEPENDS ON YOU.
1. Understand the problem
2. Have the conversation
3. Reveal the answers
Eco-Parents
Eco-Parents

• Enthusiasm for education
• Be outstanding models
• Concerned about environment
• Encourage energy selflessness
Eco-Kids
Eco-Kids: Why
Easier to change their minds
Parents listen when kids talk
Eco-Kids: How

Teach older and younger generations

Apply knowledge to daily life
Mechai’s Vision
Mechai’s Vision

Think outside the box
Take no as a question
Ensure sustainability
Eco-School
Eco-School

• Eco-Teachers
  – Balance Emotion and Logic

• Eco-Kids
  – Innovative and logical

• Eco-Schools
  – Start young
  – Shape habits
  – Educate others, older and younger